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WELCOME
The pleasure of enjoying your time

The tranquillity of being in the best hands.

The way towards innovation in waterless car wash has just begun and it bears a Spanish
signature. The future is now.
Ecowash, first Spanish company in offering a waterless mobile car wash service, gives you
the best care for your vehicles. Because a great vehicle needs a great team and deserves a fivestar care.
A new concept of ecological car wash, in which washing without water is possible and also
beneficial thanks to innovation. Innovation at your disposal, allowing you to invest your time doing
what you most desire while Ecowash takes care of everything. We present you a whole world of
professional car wash services, offering you fully-personalised solutions. Discover the feeling of
having a brand new car after each wash.
Waterless car wash is possible because, thanks to ecotechnology (the ecological engineering
capable of satisfying human needs while minimizing the environmental impact), we have
developed a range of biodegradable products which clean, take care, protect and maintain the
aesthetic of every kind of vehicles.
We take the professional car wash to your home, to the doorstep of your job or while you practice
your favourite sport because we move to where the vehicle is located, adapting us to your
schedule. A professional, effective and ecological service because with each car wash, an
average of 250 litres of water stay where they should be.

ADVANTAGES

Innovation today, evolution tomorrow.

First of all, convenience, because our car wash in situ means cost savings regarding
the travel of the vehicle and above all, saving time and inconveniences as a result of
those travels.
Quality, we stand out for our utmost care and fully-customised treatment, leaving the
vehicles impeccable for their use or sale, as befits a five-star service.
Availability, with our dry clean system, every textile part of the vehicle interior will be
clean and dry in the same process. Immediate availability for its use.
Harmless, totally autonomous and light equipment. In this way, we avoid the
spillage of waste and annoying noises. Being a harmless system the washing is
conducted in the same site where the vehicle is located, without the need for enabling
a car wash area.
Tranquillity, because our professionalism, seriousness and thoroughness have
positioned us as leaders of waterless car wash and that has a name; guarantee.

SERVICES
Maximum care,
maximum protection.

External cleaning:
We apply a special treatment to the bodywork of the vehicle that eliminates dirt and waxes,
waterproofs and protects it at the same time, giving a new shine to the paint. Plastic materials are
treated with specific products to bring back their natural colour and shine, protecting them at the
same time from external climatological damage. For the glass we use an exclusive cleaner which
ensures the transparency and properties of it. The special product for the care and maintenance of
the tyres achieves the elimination of any attached dirt and obtaining a unique shine.
Internal cleaning:
The interior cleaning is made thoroughly and extensively with brushes and specific products for
each material (skin, leather, plastic…) achieving the elimination of the most hidden dirt in trims,
doors, grids, etc. The applied products are antistatic, preventing the easy adherence of dirt in the
surfaces and allowing the client to enjoy the cleanness for a longer time.
Textile upholstery cleaning:
A fabric and colour test is previously done to choose the suitable method and products for each
case, removing any type of dirt. Thanks to this exclusive cleaning service, you can enjoy your
impeccable and completely dry upholstery in just a few hours.
Cleaning, hydration and nutrition skin and leather:
For skin or leather upholstery, we apply exclusive cleaners for tanned leather and treatments of
maintenance and nutrition, which helps to extend the original qualities of it. We adjust the level of
hydration and elasticity in these very delicate materials, avoiding its deterioration and ensuring
its optimal conditions.

SERVICES
Maximum care,
maximum protection.

Cleaning of carpets and roofs:
As well as in the cleaning of upholsteries, we perform a deep vacuuming over the complete
carpeted area; roofs and carpeted flooring. Once the vacuuming is done, we proceed to the
cleaning by removing any dirt and leaving at most a 5% of humidity in the area. We recommend to
complement it with our ozone sanitation and deodorization treatment.
Maintenance service:
With our exclusive maintenance service, you will always preserve your vehicle in the best
conditions. The loyalty of our clients is rewarded with a 40% discount when hiring a weekly
thorough cleaning.
Ozone treatment:
Sanitizing and deodorizing treatment against bacterial agents, leaving a clean, pleasant and
odour-free environment. Ozone has the property of destroying odours by directly attacking the
source that produce them without adding any chemical components.
Polishing of headlights:
Recovery of the complete transparency of your headlights, improving the visibility and security in
the driving, bringing back its shine and lighting capacity. We eliminate scratches and defects,
showing optimal headlights that will renew the image and aesthetic of your vehicle with the
convenience of a home service.

The footprint of commitment

Proud of our commitment

The footprint of commitment has measures, shape and content. Ours is measured to date in
55 million litres of water saved. We are convinced that the future of water will depend on the
awareness that every company or individual acquires, the respect towards it and the proper use
that we give to it.
In Ecowash we work and will continue working to ensure the sustainability, the energy
conservation and to keep an average of 250 litres of water per wash where it should be.
The challenge of saving water will be accomplished if society and technology move forward
towards the same goal. Being aware of the importance of a project that respects and cares for
our environment, Ecowash has a firm environmental commitment in which we save water for every
vehicle that goes under our system, we avoid the polluting spillage of waste water to the
environment and of course, the energy savings of traditional water purification systems.
The emerging world of renewable energies, with companies aware of the environment and socially
responsible, is showing us that it is still possible to create green businesses with a future.
Being aware of the increasingly scarcity of natural resources means being capable of anticipating
difficulties that may arise, finding viable solutions that are also beneficial for your vehicle.
Having in your hands the possibility of creating a footprint, how much will your footprint measure?
How valuable will be your commitment? We are convinced that the numbers will speak for
themselves. Let us listen to them.

